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This limited-edition collection contains an abundance of information and inspiration for the modern man. Included inside
are the following books:The Artwork of Manliness. This reserve is focused on helping men uncover what manliness means
in the 21st hundred years, from rediscovering the outdoors to dressing with panache to becoming a good father. This
book contains the manliest wisdom of the ages--a myriad of poems, quotes, and essays made to inspire men to exist to
the fullest and understand their total potential as males.The Art of Manliness: Manvotionals.)Also contains 6 drink
coasters! (This $38 value is priced at only $29.99.Collectively, housed in a vintage cigar box, they produce the perfect
gift for any man (or soon-to-be man) who is aware of leaving his mark on this world.
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An excellent set on being truly a man. Every man should own this!that is an essential purchase, complemented by its
great YouTube channel.We had a similar knowledge as other reviewers (busted cigar box) thus check the contents for
starting. Many gentlemen are such loners that kind of information is seldom transferred "man to man". As men we have
gotten much better at being delicate to the needs and strengths of ladies, however in some cases guys have left their
own requirements behind in a misplaced work to "correct" themselves. This is a special event of manliness and
everything it entails. Hubby bought this for himself and cherished it so much Hubby bought this for himself and adored
it so very much, he bought 1 for each of the boys in our family.. not all males are men Buy a copy for yourself. Every
gentlemen should very own the fine collection. Even though your at it, go to the Art of Manliness website. It addresses so
many abilities for men to better themselves. If you want an edge over "others". Packaging is nice. It includes 2 books
and 6 coasters ... I actually had been eyeballing the original book for a long time, and was considering buying for one of
my groomsmen presents. Some books are simply throwup, you merely get so uninterested in big unneeded terms and
circular logic stating a similar thing 12 various ways.. Packaging is great. It includes 2 books and 6 coasters in a good
cigar type box that is cardboard. Among the coasters was torn up... Decided I'd buy simply 1 set and discover what I
believed. I don't really treatment, they aren't anything too great, but will end up being descent for my office or
wherever. Manhood needs work like love does" Five Stars Great for something special. I after that found I could buy the
collection for a bit more. This guy has some get to the point style of writing. Brett,You have done an excellent job, and
the two books are so vital that you me right now.. Ranging from Plato to Teddy R. We strive to be considered a better
self, a better gentleman, an exemplary father. I have heard some criticism of some of the chapters getting out dated or
whatever, but I assume you obtain what you want to get out of a publication. teach my two males what it is to be a man,
respect woman and especially their mom. If more young men read these books and put them into action there would be
many more true gentlemen in our society The March Toward Manhood The Art of Manliness is one of the best websites,
so when I learned that select articles were available as a two-book collection, I had to snatch it up.I would like to set an
example, and simply do good.I've changed my life and made a vision: I make an effort to be considered a better self, an
improved gentleman, an exemplary dad.etc.Keep up the great function, I hope to have a blog of the same magnitude and
I hope to send out the message of manliness across the big pond.Nic, Belgium Passed my expectations! Before I begin, i
want to say that I have wished to purchase it because the package graced my eyes. The container set makes an ideal gift
for a hubby, a father, or a young man who's going off to college. I immediately read and treasured all the coasters. I
have the highest expect the latter two who themselves still seek the very best good of options, one having come back
from the deep dark fringes. I didn't discover it until I purchased this collection. "Manvotionals" I have only been reading
one a day time since I've received it to fully grasp each access. There never seems to be more than enough space. The
point of this book is never to become some beer guzzling bubba "guy", but to take responsibility for your daily life and to
strive to possess certain traits which have been lost in today's society. Unfortunately Amazon does not allow warning
various other consumers of poor retailers so I indicate making sure to consider one that is reputable.This has been
among my best purchases previously year by far. If you are thinking about postponing this purchase for some time,
usually do not. I regret all the time that I did so not own this. Nice Product! Being truly a fan of AoM I'm very little of a
reader, because it's hard for me personally to discover a book I really enjoy. Fun and interesting read. Love the cigar box
it comes in. Makes it perfect for a gift. This wonderful set can be an excursion into the artwork of being a guy. to
whomever has contributed speeches, poems, writings, to a mans soul. Amazon is an excellent choice!! An amazing group
of books for any man who would like to ... An amazing group of books for any man who wants to refine himself. This
arranged will be going to my old sons soon.Filled up with some very nice information and tips which have been almost
dropped in our society.Started with the physical simply by developing a beard, reading the book where you got the
wonderful Image from. It's had a profound effect on my life.I'm glad to discover that some cares to uphold the custom
of manliness. The books are an inspirational manuals to man-living, and touches on topic such as exercise, hobbies,
honor, friendships, and finance. A few of the lessons have already been lost over the years. If it generally does not
interest you, then don't read that component.. I've started taking martial arts, working out, and creating.. The package
set looks like a vintage cigar box externally, but inside you obtain two manuals: One filled with all the classic abilities



and mannerisms for the modern gentleman and the other filled with poems and literature evaluating the virtues of true
manliness. Also several coasters filled with famous estimates from virtuos men like Teddy Roosevelt and Abraham
Lincoln. When it arrived I ripped off the plastic material wrap and got straight into it. I liked reading the abilities book a
lot more than the Manvotionals, but the Manvotoinals books taught me a lot more! Take a look, mates!.. .. The Art of
Manliness Container Set The Art of Manliness Collection can not be any more classic and manly than it is now. Manliness
is truly a lost art. Bought it 2x. 1st one as something special for an excellent friend, 2nd bought one for myself! Great
books Nice presentation because it's hard for me to find a book I really enjoy. Nice product. Being a enthusiast of AoM,
I've been wanting this for some time. The first gifting of the was to a teen for whom moral intervention was far too late
apparently. I especially enjoyed "Classic Skills and Way for the present day Man." Learned a lot! It took me some time to
read both books, nonetheless it was really worth it! If you like to bring back again the skills and virtues of traditional
men back into the modern age group and unleash the real power of the man - I recommend this box set. Read it, mark it
up, then buy second copies for the younger pre-manhood guys. No coasters received. I got both books and cigar box but
there were no coasters with the buy. I'm think on returning it therefore i can get my money back or have a reorder, I've
looked forwards to the sense I read the first book but we'll find what happens.including love and respect for the ladies
in our lives. General, it's an excellent buy! This is my thirteenth purchase of the box. The oldest I have gifted was 19 who
had no actual guys living a life example for him. I usually inscribe the inside surfaceS of the package, and the first few
blank webpages of each reserve. The power of each piece in "Manvotionals" amazes me. They're both great books. The
next gifting was well received into an actively well formed conscience. The thirteenth container produced a resounding
impression in the one who significantly respects the giver having no bloodstream or extended family relation having had
minimal face2face conversations. I read "Skills" in about three hours. Ideally that is gifted 9 to 13 depending on moral
maturity. Boys, teens, and adults you need to reminded "not all adult males are men. I browse the preface and 1st few
sections in the Manvotationals therefore far have really enjoyed the book..
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